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Active Mode Locking With Hybrid Lasers
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Abstract—We present the results of a numerical study of ac-
tive mode locking with hybrid lasers which contain an inhomoge-
neously broadened laser medium and a homogeneously broadened
laser medium. The spectral, pulse, and gain characteristics of ac-
tively mode-locked hybrid lasers and the influence of the unsatu-
rated gain, the saturation power, and the homogeneous linewidth
on the pulse coherence and bandwidth are studied. The simulations
show that coherent and shorter pulses are generated as compared
to that by either an inhomogeneously broadened medium or a ho-
mogeneously broadened medium alone. Varying the unsaturated
gain or the saturation power of the gain medium are two equiva-
lent ways to obtain the same maximal coherent pulse bandwidth
for given gain media. When different gain media can be selected,
a larger pulse bandwidth can be obtained with the use of a broad-
band homogeneously broadened medium.

Index Terms—Lasers, mode-locked lasers, numerical analysis,
optical pulse generation, ultrafast optics.

I. INTRODUCTION

B ETTER laser performance can be obtained by con-
structing a hybrid laser which contains two laser media

in a single cavity to combine the best properties of both laser
media together. This improvement has been demonstrated in a
two-section gain medium COlasers and a hybrid Nd : YLF
and Nd : phosphate glass laser [1]–[3]. In the generation of
ultrashort laser pulses by mode locking, there are two essential
requirements. One is the creation of a broad lasing bandwidth.
The other is the maintenance of good phase coherence among
the lasing axial modes. Not every laser medium can provide
both properties. For example, a narrow-band homogeneously
broadened laser, such as the Nd : YLF or Nd : YAG, ensures
good phase coherence in active mode locking, but the narrow
gain linewidth limits the pulse duration. On the other hand,
a broad-band inhomogeneously broadened laser, such as
Nd : glass laser, does not suffer much from gain narrowing.
It has a large lasing bandwidth even in the continuous-wave
(CW) state and allows for generation of femtosecond pulses
[4]. However, in active mode locking, good phase coherence is
generally difficult to attain among the whole lasing bandwidth,
leading to broad and partially coherent pulses [5], [6]. A large
CW lasing bandwidth also makes it difficult for passive mode
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locking to start up [7]–[9]. To utilize the large gain linewidth
of a broad-band, inhomogeneously broadened medium without
suffering from the difficulties related to its large CW lasing
bandwidth, a novel approach of mode locking with a hybrid
laser was proposed and first demonstrated in active mode
locking with a hybrid Nd : YLF and Nd : phosphate glass laser
[3]. It was shown that good phase coherence can be attained by
the spectral control of Nd : YLF so that coherent and shorter
pulses are obtained than that with Nd : phosphate glass alone,
while a broader pulse bandwidth can be obtained in the hybrid
Nd laser than from the Nd : YLF laser alone. The experimental
results show the advantage of active mode locking with hybrid
lasers over that with an inhomogeneously broadened medium,
or a homogeneously broadened medium alone. In this paper,
we present the results of a comprehensive numerical study
of active mode locking with hybrid lasers. In Section II, we
present the laser model, and we extend the coupled-mode
equations to a hybrid laser which contains a homogeneously
broadened gain medium and an inhomogeneously broadened
gain medium. In Section III, we show the spectral, pulse, and
gain characteristics of actively mode-locked hybrid lasers and
discuss the parameter dependence of the pulse bandwidth and
coherence of actively mode-locked hybrid lasers. Conclusions
of the numerical simulation results are given in Section IV.

II. THE MODEL

The model of the hybrid laser that we use here is closely re-
lated to the model that was previously used in a study of CW
lasing of hybrid lasers [10]. A hybrid laser contains a partially
inhomogeneously broadened mediumand a homogeneously
broadened medium. Amplitude modulation (AM) is used to
actively modelock the hybrid laser. We apply the coupled-mode
equations [11] to the hybrid laser. The complex electric field
of the th lasing mode and the gains of the two laser media are
governed by the following coupled ordinary differential equa-
tions:

(1)

(2)

(3)
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where , , and , are the gain coefficient and
round-trip medium length, and , and ,
are the unsaturated and saturated population inversion densities
of medium and medium , respectively. The parameters
and are the round-trip cavity loss and cavity round-trip time,
respectively. The round-trip amplitude transmission function in
the AM modulator is

(4)

where is the modulation index.
In (1), the frequency is the cavity resonant or “natural”

frequency and is the sideband or “forced” frequency under
modulation. They are defined as

(5)

(6)

where is the modulation frequency. The quantity
is the phase drift of theth mode caused by dispersion

in one round trip and can be expressed as

(7)

where the first term accounts for the nonresonant quadratic dis-
persion, or the group velocity dispersion (GVD), and the second
and third terms are due to the resonant dispersion caused by
media and , respectively. The nonresonant dispersion does
not vary much for different lasers, while the resonant disper-
sion can be distinctly different in different kind of lasers. The
influence of dispersion on active mode locking depends on the
type and magnitude of dispersion, as well as the lasing band-
width. After removing the linear portion that gives rise to a
net group delay, the round-trip phase drift due to the resonant
dispersion is nearly zero around the center frequency and in-
creases drastically beyond that flat region. For a homogeneously
broadened laser, the pulse spectrum is always within the flat re-
gion, and the resonant dispersion need not be considered. Inho-
mogeneously broadened lasers usually have large lasing band-
width. When the phase drift due to the resonant dispersion be-
comes comparable to that due to GVD within the lasing band-
width, the resonant dispersion must be considered. In an actively
mode-locked hybrid laser, when the spectrum is controlled by
the homogeneously broadened medium and the lasing band-
width is narrow, the influence of the resonant dispersion of the
inhomogeneously broadened medium can be further neglected.
This situation holds for most of the parameter ranges in this
study. Over the lasing bandwidth, the round-trip phase drift due
to the resonant dispersion is less than radians, while the
round-trip phase drift due to the GVD reaches for

2000 fs , which is a typical value for solid-state lasers
and is used in our simulation. Only when the GVD is compen-
sated significantly does the influence of resonant dispersion be-
come comparable to the GVD and have to be taken into account.

The term is the mean change of the electric field due to
spontaneous emission in one round trip, which is given by

(8)
where is the equivalent intensity due to a single photon and

is a set of random phases.
The steady-state solutions can be obtained by numerically

simulating the time evolution of , , and in suc-
cessive round trips to obtain a converged solution. The spectrum
and power of the laser pulse are given by calculating and

, respectively. The Fourier transform of gives
the temporal shape of the laser pulse. The initial conditions are
the unsaturated population inversion densities , ,
and the spontaneous emission field for , , and

, respectively.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To simplify the numerical simulation without neglecting the
main features of the hybrid lasers, we assume that both media
and have the same center frequency, . The homo-
geneous linewidth of medium is chosen to be
GHz. The frequency spacing of atom packets is
0.1, and the inhomogeneity is 2.5 or 5.0. The
linewidth of homogeneous mediumranges in 0.25
4.0 in order to study the influence of on the pulse
bandwidth and coherence. The axial mode spacing is
GHz. The laser intensity is normalized by , the saturation
intensity of medium . The normalized spontaneous emission
intensity is chosen as , a typical value for
solid-state lasers. The cavity loss is 0.1. The round-trip
GVD is 2000 fs . At GHz, the
modulation index is 0.001 25. The temporal modula-
tion curvature of this modulator is the same as that of a mod-
ulator with 100 MHz, and 0.5, typical values for
actively mode-locked solid-state lasers. Numerical simulations
also show that with the same dispersion, the spectra and axial
mode phases are almost identical for a short cavity laser with

GHz and 0.001 25 and for a long cavity laser
with 100 MHz and 0.5. Under the fast gain ap-
proximation [10], the laser power becomes stable afterto

round trips, and the spectra and phases become stable after
round trips for the hybrid lasers.

A. Spectral and Pulse Characteristics

In active mode locking, the modulator attempts to broaden
the spectrum and maintain phase coherence among lasing
modes in order to counteract the gain narrowing and phase
drift caused by dispersion. In the case of an inhomogeneously
broadened laser, the saturated gain is flat, and there is no gain
narrowing. The modulator only competes with the dispersion. If
we consider only GVD, there exists a GVD-limited, AM-lock-
able pulse width and bandwidth, which are given by [6]

(9)
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Fig. 1. Spectra and pulse shapes of actively mode-locked inhomogeneously
broadened lasers with inhomogeneity of: (a) 2.5 and (b) 5.0, respectively. The
modulation frequency and modulation index aref = 2 GHz and� =

0:00125. The round-trip GVD isk p = 2000 fs .

(10)

When the lasing bandwidth sustained by the gain medium is
smaller than , the pulse is fully coherent. A homoge-
neously broadened laser always falls in this regime due to the
strong gain narrowing [6]. When the lasing bandwidth
is larger than , the modulator cannot lock all the lasing
modes, resulting in partially coherent pulses. The pulse energy
in the form of partially correlated or uncorrelated spikes,
spreads over a range characterized by an envelope duration.
With the magnitude of the modulation and dispersion used in
our simulation ( GHz, 0.001 25, and
2000 fs ), the GVD-limited pulse width and bandwidth are

ps, and GHz. In numerical simulation,
we normalize the pulse width to the cavity round-trip time
and the pulse bandwidth by the homogeneous linewidth .
For convenience of comparison, we express
and .

Fig. 1 shows the spectra and pulse shapes of the actively
mode-locked inhomogeneously broadened lasers In Fig. 1(a),
the inhomogeneity of medium is 2.5. The pulse bandwidth
is , and the pulse shape shows noise spikes under a
broad envelope duration of . When the inhomogeneity
of the gain medium is 5.0, the lasing spectrum has a larger band-
width of , as shown in Fig. 1(b). The pulse shape
shows more noise spikes under a broader envelope with a dura-
tion of .

With active mode locking of hybrid lasers, when the gain
from the homogeneously broadened medium is added, the axial
modes near the gain center will build up more favorably and
tend to suppress the lasing of other axial modes through cross
saturation of neighboring gains. As a result, the homogeneously
broadened gain medium acts as an intracavity spectral filter to
reshape the spectrum [10]. Fig. 2(a)–(d) show the spectra and
pulse shapes of actively mode-locked hybrid lasers with dif-
ferent gain from medium. Medium has an inhomogeneity of
2.5 and an unsaturated inversion ratio (ratio of the unsaturated

Fig. 2. Spectra and pulse shapes of an actively mode-locked hybrid laser with
different gain from mediumb. The unsaturated inversion ratio of mediuma is
fixed atr = 5:0. The inhomogeneity of mediuma is 2.5. The modulation
frequency and modulation index aref = 2 GHz and� = 0:00125. The
round-trip GVD isk p = 2000 fs .

gain to the cavity loss) . The unsaturated inversion ra-
tios of medium is 0.05, 1.0, 3.0, and 20.0, respectively.
With , as shown in Fig. 2(a), the spectral filtering
by medium is weak. The spectrum is similar to that of the in-
homogeneously broadened laser alone, and the pulse is partially
coherent. With larger gain from medium, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
at , the spectrum is reshaped with a clear peak at the
center with pulse coherence improved, although unsuppressed
spectral clusters exist in the outer spectral region. With suffi-
cient gain from medium, at , a single peak spec-
trum with appears, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
Since this bandwidth is smaller than , a coherent pulse is
obtained. Note that this pulse bandwidth is about 1.6 times of
that by using medium alone ( ) under the same
GVD and modulation magnitude. With even larger gain from
medium , the characteristics of the hybrid laser are more like
that by using medium alone. For 20.0, the pulse band-
width is , about 1.1 times of that by medium
alone, as shown in Fig. 2(d).

When medium has a stronger inhomogeneity, with
, the spectral control feature in the

hybrid laser is similar. As one expects, with a broader lasing
bandwidth, more gain from the homogeneously broadened
medium is required to suppress the lasing modes in the outer
spectral region. Simulation shows that with the same GVD
and modulation conditions, the gain from mediummust be

in order to have a single peak spectrum. The pulse
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Fig. 3. Ratio of pulse bandwidths from a hybrid laser and a homogeneously
broadened laser under different modulation index.

bandwidth is about 1.2 times that obtained by using medium
alone.
The simulation results show two features of the actively

mode-locked hybrid lasers. One is the spectral filtering by the
narrow-band, homogeneously broadened medium. By using
a second, narrow-band, homogeneously broadened medium,
one can control the spectrum of a hybrid laser to within the
lockable bandwidth by a modulator to obtain a coherent pulse.
The second feature is that the pulse bandwidth of the actively
mode-locked hybrid laser is larger than that of the narrow-band,
homogeneously broadened medium alone. We observe these
features because the gain narrowing effect is weaker in the
hybrid laser than in the homogeneously broadened laser alone,
as we will discuss in the next sub-section. These two features
show the advantage of active mode locking with hybrid lasers
over active mode locking with an inhomogeneously broadened
medium, or a homogeneously broadened medium alone.

B. Gain Characteristics

As we noticed from the previous section, the pulse bandwidth
obtained from the hybrid laser is1.6 times of that from the
homogeneously broadened mediumalone with ,

, and for GHz (equivalent
to for MHz). We further studied
this ratio, , under different modulation
index , and the results are shown in Fig. 3. We see that

is almost constant at 1.6 when the
modulation index changes from 0.000 125 to 0.002 25 for

GHz (equivalent to changing from 0.05 to 0.9
for MHz). Thus, the actively mode-locked hybrid
laser behaves similarly to a homogeneously broadened laser
because the overall gain profile is not affected under different
modulation index. Since it is the curvature at the center of
the saturated gain profile that determines the gain narrowing
and, hence, the pulse bandwidth, one can conclude that the
hybrid laser has a larger effective gain linewidth than the
homogeneously broadened laser alone.

In a hybrid laser, the total gain is the sum of the gains from
media and . Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the unsaturated and sat-
urated inversion ratio profiles of a hybrid laser with

, and . In the steady state, as shown in
Fig. 4(b), the peak gain of mediumis saturated down to a
smaller and below threshold value. By the requirement of unity
net gain, the gain of mediumis also reduced to below threshold

Fig. 4. (a) Unsaturated inversion ratios and (b) steady-state saturated inversion
ratios of an actively mode-locked hybrid laser. The unsaturated inversion ratios
for mediuma andb arer = 5:0 andr = 3:0. The inhomogeneity of
mediuma is 2.5. Dashed lines: mediuma. Dashed-dotted lines: mediumb. The
solid lines are for the hybrid laser.

at the center. In the outer spectral region, the gain is mostly
from medium , which is less saturated by the center modes.
Thus, the saturated gain profile of mediumhas a “hole” at
the center, which has the same physical origin as the spectral
hole burning. This “hole” compensates, to a large degree, the
narrowly protruding gain profile of medium, resulting in a
flat overall gain profile which has a weaker curvature at the
center than from gain mediumalone. Therefore, the hybrid
laser has weaker gain narrowing than the homogeneously broad-
ened medium, resulting in a broader pulse bandwidth under the
same mode-locking condition.

It is easy to understand that the smaller the saturated gain of
medium in the hybrid laser, the shallower the “hole,” the flatter
the overall gain profile, and the weaker the spectral filtering, re-
sulting in a larger pulse bandwidth in active mode locking. How-
ever, partially coherent pulses are produced if lasing in the outer
spectral region is not suppressed when the gain from medium
is too small, as shown in Fig. 2.

C. Influence of Parameters on the Pulse Coherence and
Bandwidth

As discussed previously, it is the saturated gain of medium
that determines the flatness of the total gain profile and, thus, the
degree of spectral filtering. With given mediaand , one can
adjust either the unsaturated gain or the saturation parameter of
medium to influence its saturated gain.

Fig. 5 shows the pulse bandwidth of an actively mode-locked
hybrid laser and the steady-state saturated gain of mediumwith
differentunsaturatedgainscontributedbymedium.Theunsatu-
ratedgainofmediumisfixedat .Thelarger theunsat-
urated gain from medium, the larger the steady-state saturated
gain of medium and the stronger the gain filtering. Therefore,
the pulse bandwidth becomes smaller and approaches the pulse
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Fig. 5. (a) Normalized pulse bandwidth�� =�� and (b) saturated
inversion ratior of a hybrid laser under a different gain from mediumb, with
r fixed at 5.0. The dashed line is the pulse bandwidth by mediumb alone,
and the solid line is the maximum lockable pulse bandwidth with the same
mode-locking strength and GVD.

bandwidth by medium alone. With smaller gain from medium
, the spectral filtering becomes weaker, and the pulse bandwidth

becomes larger and reaches the maximal value at
, justbefore thepulsebecomes incoherent.Themaximalpulse

bandwidth is 1.6 times of that by using mediumalone, as can
be seen from Fig. 5(a).

When the unsaturated gains from mediumand medium
vary but their ratio is kept the same, we find that the pulse band-
width remains nearly the same. For example, for ,
2.5, 5.0, 10.0, and with , the pulse bandwidths
are almost the same as the corresponding point in Fig. 5(a).
When we reach , the pulse becomes incoherent. This
can be explained as follows. The saturated inversion ratio of
atom packet of medium is given by [10]

(11)

Since in the hybrid laser most of the power comes from the
central modes, and is proportional to the central gains

and , the saturated gains and
remain nearly the same, resulting in the same saturated gain

profile and the same pulse bandwidth. With very high pump
levels, gains by atom packets farther away from the center fre-
quency are not saturated down by the central modes, resulting
in spectral clusters appearing in the outer spectral region. Con-
sequently, coherent pulses can not be obtained, as for the case
with .

The saturated gain of mediumis also influenced by the gain
medium’s saturation parameter. Since the intensity can be rep-
resented by , corresponding to the same intracavity

Fig. 6. (a) Normalized pulse bandwidth�� =�� and (b) saturated
inversion ratior of a hybrid laser with a different saturation power from
mediumb, with r = 5:0 andr = 10:0. The dashed line is the pulse
bandwidth from mediumb alone, and the solid line is the maximum lockable
pulse bandwidth with the same mode-locking strength and GVD.

power, we can rewrite in (3) as

(12)

where and are the saturation
powers of gain media and , and and are the beam
areas in gain media and , respectively. Thus the saturation
power ratio is the influencing saturation parameter.
A practical way to change this ratio is to vary the beam sizes
when the two gain media are chosen.

Fig. 6 shows the pulse bandwidth of an actively mode-locked
hybrid laser and the steady-state saturated gain of medium
under different . The unsaturated inversion ratios of
media and are fixed at and . With
larger , medium is more difficult to saturate, and
the steady-state saturated gain is larger, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
Therefore, the gain filtering is stronger, and the pulse bandwidth
approaches the pulse bandwidth from mediumalone. With
smaller , gain medium saturates more easily, and
the spectral filtering becomes weaker. The pulse bandwidth be-
comes larger and reaches the maximal value at

, just before the pulse becomes incoherent. The maximal
pulse bandwidth is 1.6 times of that by using mediumalone.

In order to increase the degree of spectral filtering to obtain co-
herent pulses, one can either increase the unsaturated gain or the
saturation power ofmedium.Theshadedarea inFig.7(a) shows
the region where coherent pulses can be obtained. The shortest
pulses are obtained inside and near the boundary of the coherent
region where the spectral filtering is the weakest while coherent
pulsescan still be obtained.Thecircles in Fig.7(b) shows the cor-
respondingmaximalpulsebandwidths.Onecansee that themax-
imalpulsebandwidth is nearly constant, about1.6 times the pulse
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Fig. 7. (a) Coherent pulse region with a different gain ratio and saturation
power ratio. (b) Normalized pulse bandwidth�� =�� along the boundary
in (a). Dashed line: pulse bandwidth from mediumb alone, and the solid line is
the maximum lockable pulse bandwidth with the same mode-locking strength
and GVD.

bandwidth obtained by using mediumalone. This result is easy
tounderstand. It is thesteady-statesaturatedgainofmediumthat
determines the degree of spectral filtering. Whenis saturated
to the sameoptimal value,by reducing either the unsaturated gain
or the saturation power, the shortest possible pulse that is still co-
herent is obtained.

When different gain media can be selected, the linewidth
of medium is an important parameter that influences the
spectral filtering in the hybrid lasers. Fig. 8(a) shows the pulse
bandwidth obtained from actively mode-locked hybrid lasers
using homogeneously broadened gain mediumwith different
linewidth. The unsaturated gains from mediaand are fixed
at and , and both media and have
the same saturation power. With small , the spectral
filtering is strong and the pulse bandwidth is about the same
as that using medium alone. With increasing homogeneous
linewidth, the spectral filtering becomes weaker, and the pulse
bandwidth increases substantially. When is too large
( in this case), the spectral filtering is so
weak that coherent pulses cannot be obtained. In Fig. 8(b), we
show the corresponding steady-state saturated inversion ratio of
medium . One can see that is saturated down to nearly the
same value for hybrid lasers with different . We obtain
this result because, with the same pump level, the laser power

is about the same, no matter how large is.
Since, for the hybrid laser, the lasing modes are near the center
where , the saturated inversion ratio of
medium , which is given by [10]

(13)

is nearly the same for different .

Fig. 8. (a) Normalized pulse bandwidth�� =�� and (b) saturated
inversion ratior of hybrid lasers with a different homogeneous linewidth in
mediumb atr = 5:0 andr = 20:0. Dashed line: pulse bandwidth from
mediumb alone, and the solid line is the maximum lockable pulse bandwidth
under the same mode-locking strength and GVD.

One can adjust either the unsaturated gain ratio or
the saturation power ratio to obtain the same max-
imal pulse bandwidth in active mode locking of a hybrid laser
with a given . In practical operation, however, adjusting

is easier. The shaded area in Fig. 9(a) shows the re-
gion where coherent pulses can be obtained when one varies

and . We obtain the shortest pulses inside and
near the boundary of the coherent region. Fig. 9(b) shows the
corresponding maximal pulse bandwidth. For

, the pulse bandwidth obtained from the hybrid laser can
be 0.71 times the GVD-limited pulse bandwidth under

. It is easy to understand that larger maximal
pulse bandwidth can be obtained in a hybrid laser using medium

with larger . In the region with narrow gain linewidth
, most of the gain is from the inhomogeneously broadened

medium and the homogeneously broadened medium acts as a
spectral filter to help increase the pulse coherence. In the region
with large gain linewidth , most of the gain is from the
homogeneously broadened medium, and the inhomogeneously
broadened medium acts to further flatten the gain profile and
yield a larger pulse bandwidth than when the medium is only
homogeneously broadened.

Fig. 10 shows the ratio of maximal pulse bandwidth
obtained from an actively mode-locked hybrid laser with

and that from the homogeneously
broadened laser with different GVDs. The trend is that, with
a smaller dispersion, the increase of pulse bandwidth with the
hybrid laser over the homogeneously broadened laser can be
much larger. We obtain this result because, in a homogeneously
broadened laser, the pulse bandwidth is mostly determined
by the gain linewidth and this observation becomes more
true as the GVD decreases. On the other hand, as the GVD
decreases, the GVD-limited, maximum lockable bandwidth
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Fig. 9. (a) Coherent pulse region under different gain ratio and homogeneous
linewidth of mediumb. (b) Normalized pulse bandwidth�� =�� along
the boundary in (a). Dashed line: pulse bandwidth from mediumb alone. Solid
line: maximum lockable pulse bandwidth with the same mode-locking strength
and GVD.

Fig. 10. Ratio of pulse bandwidths from a hybrid laser with�� =�� =

4:0 and a homogeneously broadened laser with different GVDs. Dashed line:
GVD-limited pulse bandwidth normalized to that from the homogeneously
broadened laser.

increases, and only a little help from the hybrid scheme is
needed to lock a broad bandwidth. Hence, the pulse bandwidth
approaches more closely to , and there is a larger im-
provement than with a homogeneously broadened laser alone.

IV. CONCLUSION

In active mode locking of a laser, there exists a GVD-limited,
maximum lockable bandwidth for a given modulation cur-
vature . For a homogeneously broadened laser, the pulse
bandwidth is always smaller than due to the strong gain
narrowing effect which limits the pulse duration. A broadband
inhomogeneously broadened laser can usually sustain a lasing
bandwidth larger than and consequently generates broad
and partially coherent pulses.

In a hybrid laser, spectral filtering by the homogeneously
broadened medium narrows the pulse bandwidth down to within

the maximum lockable bandwidth, and coherent and shorter
pulses are generated as compared to that by the inhomoge-
neously broadened gain medium alone. The overall gain profile
in the hybrid laser is flatter than that of the homogeneously
broadened medium, resulting in easier spectral broadening and
generation of shorter pulses. With given gain media, varying the
unsaturated gain or the saturation power of the gain medium are
two equivalent ways to affect the gain saturation and to obtain
the same maximal coherent pulse bandwidth. With the use
of a broadband homogeneously-broadened medium, a larger
pulse bandwidth can be obtained. The increase of the pulse
bandwidth with the hybrid laser relative to the homogeneously
broadened laser is much larger with smaller GVD.

The main features of the simulation results agree with the ex-
perimental observations from an actively mode-locked hybrid
Nd : YLF and Nd : phosphate glass laser [3]: A small gain from
the Nd : YLF medium can control and reshape the spectrum of
the Nd : phophate glass and help generate coherent and shorter
pulses, and the pulse bandwidth obtained from the hybrid Nd
laser is about twice that of the Nd : YLF alone. The theoret-
ical results provide an insight into the physics of the dynamical
process of actively mode-locked hybrid lasers as well as a guid-
ance of the construction and operation of hybrid lasers in active
mode locking.
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